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Motivation

•Cosmological model depends on a dozen 
parameters

•Parameter degeneracy and polarization
•Importance of the B-mode
•Susceptibility to temperature leakage



From Data Acquisition to 
Cosmological Parameters 
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Beam Convolution

•Neglecting the effect of scanning strategy 
beam systematics depend on the beam and 
underlying sky only

•Therefore, the statistical nature of F does not 
change; it maintains its gaussianity



Q & U in a Dual-Beam Experiment

Total signal

Make a measurement of the sky, di

Contains T, Q, U components



Polarization Field

•Define the polarization field (tensor of rank 2) 
and its Fourier transform (Q and U are the 
Stokes parameters)

•E and B are the Fourier coefficients of the 
polarization field, they are non-local and the 
decomposition into E and B is not unique in case 
of partial sky coverage



Differential Ellipticity

Diff. 
ellipticity

For an unpolarized point  source 
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Differential Pointing

Diff. 
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Spatial Signature

Haehnelt & Tegmark, 1996



Map-Domain Pipeline

• Beam systematics are associated with 
temperature variations over the beam scale 



 Frequency-Domain Pipeline

Real space:

Fourier space:





Employ statistical isotropy of 
underlying sky



B-Mode Polarization (   beam):  
Diff. Ellipticity

e



B-Mode Polarization: 
beam Rotation



Spin Classes of Systematics

•The various fields couple to moments of non-
ideal scanning strategy to generate 
polarization, i.e. spin +2, -2 fields  



Beam Systematics in the Case of 
Non-ideal Scanning



•Products of A and T, Q-iU, Q+iU  in 

   real-space correspond to convolutions 
   in Fourier space; non-uniform scanning 

strategy induces non-gaussianity when 
coupled to beam and underlying sky 



Fourier-Space Convolutions



Pipline Comparison

Epic report



Requirements and Goals - 
Definitions

•These definitions are motivated by the fact that 
the main contribution to the error budget is the 
bias

Epic report



Systematic Error Mitigation

Epic report



Post-scanning Idealization

•Differential gain, beamwidth couple to the 
quadrupole moment of the scanning 
strategy

•Differential pointing couples to the dipole 
moment

•Experiments with reasonable scanning 
can be benefited from throwing away the 
dipole, quadrupole and octupole 
multipoles of the data
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Computational Efficacy

•Those systematics that depend on the 
scanning details can be calculated in two 
stages: a single computation of the power 
spectrum of the scanning strategy + 
multiple calculations of the beam-sky 
coupling . This should significantly 

   speed-up parameter estimation.  



Parameter Estimation



Parameter Inference



Non-uniform Scanning,
and CMB Lensing

•In this case the local weight of data-points 
in real-space transform to a non-trivial 
convolution in multipole-space. This mode-
coupling induces non-gaussianity and in 
particular can be confused with CMB 
lensing by the LSS (under investigation).



Summary

•Working in Fourier space from the outset
•Scanning strategy and 

    reducible / irreducible systematics
•Full analytic description, including scanning 
strategy, applicable to any beam shape

•Impact on parameter estimation
•Data “manipulation”
•E-B: monitoring systematics and new physics
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